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By Harry Norman Azmitia Jr.

Booksmyth Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 64 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in.
x 0.1in.Through his voice and reflections, Harry wants his poetry to illuminate feelings and desires
that stir the heart, soul, and spirit. His poems explore the awakening of wonder, the mystery of love
and life, and the courage to live with spiritual values. Within Harrys poetry, there are glimpses of his
personal life, spiritual journey, and wisdom to live an authentic life. He invites the reader to
contemplate the significance of these messages in their own lives. Edmund Rostands wonderful
character and warrior poet Cyrano DeBergerac, once decried poetry as a game of words. Harry
Azmitias 21 poems are no game but linguistic monuments to the very essence of life and to
humankind s massive and often hidden struggles to stay spiritually, emotionally, physically and
mentally alive. As a veteran of the Vietnam War, Harry knows about the struggle to stay alive.
Warriors of all kinds know this struggle better than us all. Warriors know the abrupt ending that is
death; one minute alive and the next, not. Warriors know the crisiss of each new beginning that
follows each new end; of each breaths choices made and...
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Most of these ebook is the perfect publication readily available. I really could comprehended almost everything out of this created e pdf. I discovered this
pdf from my dad and i recommended this book to find out.
-- V innie Gr a nt-- V innie Gr a nt

Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Annette B oyle-- Annette B oyle
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